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By clicking this symbol in the menu (product pages) you can wrrite us an email.

Article with TÜV technical approval.
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Article with vehicle type approval.
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Video- and sound files are opening in a new window by clicking on this symbol.

24:00

Estimated time for the conversion between delivery and collection. Only for
stock articles. (hours:minutes)
Dyno sheet files are opening in a new window by clicking on this symbol.

All prices are without VAT.

Aerodynamic

SP18-R rear spoiler
SP18-R rear spoiler, 3-piece, fits the original rear bumper, for a more dynamic look
Painting and fitting

Art. Nr.: P18.130.002
Art. Nr.: P18.130.002

SP18-R front chin spoiler
SP18-R front chin spoiler, 1-piece, fits the original front bumper, for a more dynamic look, more
downforce and an improved cooling of the brake

Painting and fitting

Art. Nr.: P18.130.001
Art. Nr.: P18.130.001UM

SP18-R sidewall with carbon inlay
Original sidewall with carbon inlay, for a more dynamic look and more downforce, parts in exchange

Painting and fitting

Art. Nr.: P18.130.004
Art. Nr.: P18.130.004UM

Aerodynamic

SP18-R rear diffuser
rear diffuser, 1-piece, fits the original rear bumper, for a more dynamic look
Painting and fitting

Art. Nr.: P18.130.003
Art. Nr.: P18.130.003UM

Suspension
Optimum transmission, high cornering speed,
controlable at the limits and a safe driveability.
Sportive or comfortable! We do the setup like
you wish. Modern suspensions with active
controled systems are offering still an optimizing of driveability because the most series
suspensions are a compromise of sportive
and comfort.
We can offer you various opportunities from
comfortable suspension to complete adjus-

table coilover systems.
A brilliant cooperation between our development partner and test drivers is setting us in
the lucky position to go on moving the limits of
driving physics in your favor.

„Faith to those who search the truth and doubt
those who already have found.“
Andre Gide

Suspension

Sport springs front axle / rear axle for vehicles without PASM
Sport springs for vehicles without PASM, lowering about 25 mm, sportive suspension

Survey and fitting

Art. Nr.: P18.330.001
Art. Nr.: P18.330.001UM

Sport springs front axle / rear axle for vehicles with PASM
Sport springs for vehicles with PASM, lowering about 25 mm, sportive suspension

Survey and fitting

Art. Nr.: P18.330.002
Art. Nr.: P18.330.002UM

Coilover suspension setup „Street Performance“
Coilover suspension, adjustable height 25 - 45 mm
Survey and fitting

Art. Nr.: B18.320.012
Art. Nr.: B18.321.012UM

Wheels
Form follows function or reversed, just how
you wish. Give your car an individual taste.
No matter if one piece forged or modular. Between different variants and types can be chosen.
Also we can offer individual paint jobs or powder coatings of wheel center, wheel lip and
wheel bed in various colors. For sportive and
race driving we have weight reduced wheels

in our product range.
Another enhancement in value you can reach
with our harmonic wheel designs. Strong contours or smooth curves are creating a special
and personal appearance of your car and
highlight the claims of sportive elegance.

„The normality is a paved street, you can go
well on it, however, there grow no flowers on
her.“
Vincent van Gogh

SP9-Sport Wheels in 20`` and 21``

SP9-Sport Wheels
SP9-SPORT wheelset 20``		
20`` wheelset
			

Art. Nr.: P18.SP9.RS.20

SP9-SPORT wheelset 21``		
21`` wheelset
			

Art. Nr.: P18.SP9.RS.21

RDK - Tire pressure control
RDK-Sensors for serial tire pressure control
Mind the region code in MHZ
			

Art. Nr.: P11.LSC.RDK.030

Power
Power increase based on the newest technical standards and at the level of the happening.
All components like gearbox, clutch and engine are so attuned that at every time the maximum power is available. In cooperation with
aerodynamic, suspension, wheels, tires and
brakes it creates an amazing value of driving
dynamic.Every SP81-R is unique and has his
own unmistakeable and individual charactere.

It takes years of know how and experience to
understand the automobile details and their
respective characteres The own interpretation is the next difficult but important step to get
closer to the perfect automobile. We definitely
succeeded at the SP81-R.

„The whole thing is more than the sum of its
parts.“
Aristoteless

Power

Active-Sound
Active Sound System: very sportive 6-Zyl. Sound, choose your individual sound level
Fitting

Art. Nr.: P18.ASS
Art. Nr.: P18.ASS.UM

Power Box
Power Box for more power and torque for 4-cylindric turbo enignes (Boxster and Boxster S) with
speedART Power Box plug in
Boxster 2,0l
Boxster S 2,5l

Art. Nr.: P18:PB.335
Art. Nr.: P18.PB.385

Fitting

Art. Nr.: P18:PB.335UM

Interior
Fabric, leather and microfiber and also carbon, stainless steel, aluminium and wood. In
combination with entertainment and multimedia. Various forms and colors in any thinkable
version.
Also here the best materials are used and
technology on the newest state of the things.
No matter whether tone in tone, Bi-color or a
mix from the respective materials, in creating
the interior there are nearly no borders placed.

In the course of the years all this only became
possible by an intensive collaboration with the
most different companies who have specialized themself in individualizing interiors.
Here it is exclusively pure manual labour and
the standards in quality and processing are
exceptionally high. Please notice that a listing
of all products and variations in the interior is
in this prospect not possible because of the
large ammount of opportunities.

Please send us your enquiry direct to info@
speedART.de. We will send you as soon as
possible our response and a detailed offer.

„Temptations you should give in. Who knows
if they come back!“
Oscar Wilde

Interieur
Instrument dials
Instrument dials for all 981 Boxster models, color of the instrument dials freely selectable, speedART
Logo
						
		
Art. Nr.: P81.450.310.010
Fitting		
Art. Nr.: P81.450.310.010UM

Aluminium pedal set for manual gearbox
4-pieces: foot rest, gas pedal, clutch and brake in aluminium
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P81.950.310.010 price: 330,- €
Art. Nr.: P81.950.310.010UM

Aluminium pedal set for PDK
3-pieces: foot rest, gas pedal and brake in aluminium
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P81.950.310.011
Art. Nr.: P81.950.310.011UM

Interieur

Colored safety seat belts
Set of colored safety seat belts, color freely selectable, parts in exchange
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P81.500.310.010
Art. Nr.: P81.500.310.010UM

Stitching package
Stitching package, contains: seats, instrument panel upper section, door panels upper section (breast
wall front and rear), color freely selectable
Fitting

Art. Nr.: P81.551.011UM

Upgrade upholstered Airbag-steering wheel
Upgrade for airbag steering wheel, upholstered and covered with leather, leather freely selectable, in
different colors and versions available, stitching in all colors available
			

Art. Nr.: P81.910.320.010

Interieur

Floor mats
Floor mats with speedART logo, color freely selectable
			

Art. Nr.: P87.950.310.090

Entrance blends stainless steel
Entrance blends stainless steel, speedART logo
			
Fitting			

Art. Nr.: P87.950.340.010
Art. Nr.: P87.950.340.010UM
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